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The P decays of "P, 'S, "S, and 3sCl were studied both experimentally and via shell-model cal-
culations. The four decaying nuclei were formed by bombardment of 81% enriched S by triton
and deuteron beams. Gamma-ray spectroscopy was carried out with Ge detectors, either bare or
surrounded by a Compton suppression NaI(T1) shield. One new Gamow-Teller decay was observed
in P decay, and one new first-forbidden decay was observed in ' S decay. Otherwise y-ray mea-

surements of E~ and I~ (and limits on I~ for unobserved transitions) were improved significantly
over previous results. Shell-model studies were undertaken in order to bring these beta decay results
to bear on an understanding of the shell structure in the (sd) to (fp) transition region at /t =40. An
interaction was constructed in the &d5/2, 113/2, 2s)/i, 1f7/i, 1fg/i, lp3/i 1p]/2 model space. This
interaction started from the Wildenthal "USD" (sd) interaction and the van Hees-Glaudemans (fp)
interaction, which were connected by the cross-shell Millener-Kurath interaction. Certain important
two-body matrix elements and single-particle energies were adjusted to fit experimental binding en-

ergies in A =40, 41, 42. This interaction was then used to calculate level spectra for the daughter
nuclei S, Cl, ' Cl, and 3 Ar as well as Gamow-Teller and unique first-forbidden beta decays lead-

ing to these nuclei. The techniques used in these relatively large scale calculations are discussed in

detail, as are the results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Our understanding of light nuclei via the shell model
has made impressive progress in recent years. Particularly
of note is the quite successful predictive power of effective
one- and two-body interaction matrix elements based upon
least-squares fits to the binding energies of nuclear levels.
The success of this method was first evident from the
work of Cohen and Kurath' for those levels of A &16
best described as arising from 1 s lp" configurations with
n (12. Even more detailed exploration of this technique
was carried out by Wildenthal ' and his collaborators for
nuclear levels best described by ls lp' (2s, ld)" with
n & 24. VA.at is most extraordinary is the detailed success
of these interactions in explaining observables other than
the binding energies from which they are determined.
The basic applicability of the shell model to nuclear struc-
ture cannot be displayed more transparently than by this
success. For example, not only does the Wildenthal in-
teraction for the 2s, 11 shell result in a successful detailed
explanation of Ml and Gamow-Teller (GT) observables, '
but also the remaining systematic deviations between ex-
periment and theory are close to those expected from fun-
damental considerations.

Vivat, then, is the next step in our understanding of

light nuclei via the shell model'? Admittedly there are
many problems still to tackle among 1s lp" and
ls lp' (2s, ld)" nuclei per se: however, a major obstacle
to our understanding of light (A g 50) nuclei is a lack of
knowledge of the interface between major shells at ' 0
and at Ca and of the related problem of ()2irtto) in-

truder states in nuclei near these closed shells. An ex-
ploration of states with A —16 describable by the lowest
and next-to-lowest i%co particle-hole excitations allowable
for a given N, Z combination has been made fairly suc-
cessfully via the Millener-Kurath interaction; however,
this interaction was based on a restricted form for the ef-
fective nucleon-nucleon potential and it is not as success-
ful as might be expected for a more general form which is
constrained to fit to binding energies. Several investiga-
tions have been initiated recently along this latter line.

Our concern here is the interface between the (2s, ld)
and (1f,2p) major oscillator shells, and, in particular, beta
decay and electromagnetic observables between states in-
volving sizable admixtures of both (lf, 2p) and (2s, ld)
configurations. Most shell-model studies at this interface
and in the (lf, 2p) shell have been made in truncated con-
figurational spaces. It has been amply demonstrated"
that spin-dependent observables cannot be well reproduced
in a space which does not include all spin-orbit partners;
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here we make an attempt at some specific calculations in
the full (2s, ld, 1f,2p) configurational space.

Our testing ground is the beta decay of neutron-rich nu-

clei in the upper half of the (2s, ld) shell, specifically P,
S, 3 S, and Cl. In the next three sections we describe

experimental investigations of these nuclear decays, and in
Sec. V we return to the problems of describing these de-
cays via the shell model.

It should be stated at the outset that we only observed
two new p branches in these studies. Other than that, the
principal contribution of the present experimental work is
more accurate or corroborating intensity measurements
for observed transitions and, most importantly, extraction
of intensity limits for unobserved transitions. Unfor-
tunately, previous investigators have been remiss in re-
porting such limits —which should be a routine part of
any report on beta and gamma spectroscopy. Such limits
are often nearly as informative as observed intensities in
making comparisons to theory. In addition, they provide
information of value for the planning of subsequent ex-
periments.

Our present investigation also includes prerision energy
measurements of some of the more intense y transitions.
One motive for this effort is that these y rays are pro-
duced copiously by fusion-evaporation reactions leading
to A -35—38 nuclei (see, e.g., Ref. 14) and they can pro-
vide useful energy calibration data in such studies.

II. BETA DECAY GF S

A. Introduction

The beta decay of S, illustrated in Fig. 1, was investi-
gated previously by Hill, '

by Libert et a1.,
' and by Ra-

man et a/. ' These investigations consisted of Ge(Li)
spectroscopy of ' Cl y transitions following the decay of

S which has ti 2
——5.05(2) min (Ref 18). I. n the first

study by Hill, ' S was formed by thermal neutron cap-
ture, 6S(n,y)3 S, using 1 g samples of elemental sulfur or
(NH4}zSO4. The natural abundance of S is only 0.017%.
The (NH4)2SO4 samples were subject to some chemical
purification after the bombardment. In the study of Li-
bert et al. ,

'6 3 S was produced by the Cl(n, p) S reaction
from bombardment of samples of natural CC14 and LiC1
with 14.5-MeV neutrons from the H(d, a}n reaction. No
chemistry was done.

Raman et al. ' carried out the inost complete study of
S(p ) Cl. They used the (n,y) reaction at the Los

Alamos Omega West Reactor to form S. Both S sam-
ples (of the same material as used in the present studies)
and natural S samples were bombarded. Seven transitions
were observed with the same relative intensities with both
samples and with half-lives of —5 min. They were thus
assigned to S decay.

8. Relative y-ray intensities

The present measurements were made in order to con-
firm these previous results with a different method of 3 S
production and also to resolve some discrepancies in the
three previous relative intensity measurements. The S
activity was formed by the S(d,p) S reaction. The S
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FIG. 1. Decay scheme for S. The results are taken from
those listed in the tables and discussed in the text. All energies
are in keV. The numbers in parentheses to the left are the
branching ratio (in %%uo) and logfot Qr logf(t (denoted by I U).
Spin and/or parity assignments in parentheses are not definite.
The y-ray transitions are labeled by their energies (not corrected
for recoil) and relative intensities.
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target consisted of a 0.0013-cm Ag foil sulfided with 300

p,g/cm of S enriched to 81.1% in S. The target materi-

al and target manufacture were discussed previously. ' '
Two such targets were used for all the measurements re-

ported herein. A "rabbit" target-transfer system was

used to transport the target between the bombard and

count positions. Gamma rays were detected by an intrin-

sic coaxial Ge detector.
The S target was bombarded by 100 nA of 3.0-MeV

deuterons. The bombarding time was 1 min and the

counting interval was 5 min. The Ge detector was

separated from the rabbit by 0.6 cm of Lucite and 0.6 cm

of lead at a distance of 3 cm. In 3.5 h, 40)&10s counts
were accumulated in a 4096-channel spectrum with a
dispersion of 1.34 keV/channel. The spectrum obtained
was quite similar in quality to that displayed in Ref. 17,
albeit somewhat lower in statistics. The relative y-ray ef-

ficiency, ez, was assumed to have the form '

s„=A(E& "+Be ")

for Ez ~ 3.4 MeV. The parameters of Eq. (1) were found
from a least-squares fit to the intensities extracted from a

Co spectrum taken with an identical geometry. For
E„&3.4 MeV the y-ray peak efficiency of Ge detectors
deviates strongly from the E„ form established (in the
present case) for 0.8 ~ E„~3.4 MeV. The efficiency de-
creases more rapidly with increasing E& than Ez . To
estimate this effect in the present case, a ' N(P )' 0 y-
ray spectrum was accumulated under identical geometri-
cal conditions. The known intensity ratio
I&(8.88~6.13}/I&(6.13—+0) of 0.814(40}/69 was used to
extract the relative efficiency at 2.74 and 6.13 MeV. A
smooth curve was drawn joining the Co and ' N data.
The efficiency determined in this manner at 4.01 MeV
was =17% lower than would result from an E„extra-—k

polation of the ' Co data.
The intensity results from an analysis of this spectrum

are compared to those of Refs. 15—17 in Table I. In this
table and throughout this report, uncertainties in the least
significant figure are in parentheses following the experi-

TABLE I. Gamma-ray energies, branching ratios (BR), and relative intensities in 378(P )37Cl. All data are from Refs. 17 or 20 un-

less otherwise noted. Except for column 1, the numbers in parentheses are the uncertainties in the least significant figure. The E„are
not corrected for recoil and are from E; —Ef unless otherwise noted.

(kev) (keV) (keV)
BR
(%%uo) Ref. 15 Ref. 16

Relative
Intensityb

Ref. 17 Present Adopted

3086,34(18)'

3103,501(20)

5
2

3707.79(9)

3741.27(10)'

5 +
2

7
2

3626.82(6)

0 3086.46{40)"

0 3103.361{20)d

0 3625.63

1727 1900.19

0 3707.59

100 10000

57(2)

43{2)

73(3)

0 3740.76(30) 100 23(2)

10000

28(2)

6.6(22)

10000

(0.3
( 1.2

& 0.4

27.6(28)

2.8{18)

10000

& 9.0
(0.8
29.0(15)

4.3(19)

(0.3
( 1.2

& 0.4

28.5(11)

9
2 4009.91(10)'

4016.27(9)

3086 654.92

3104 637.76

0 4009.61(7)"

3104 906.33(7)d

0 4016.04

&1
&1

31(1)

69(1)

33(3)

1.8(4)

6.2{10)

3.3{4)

6.3(4)

(0.8
& 0.8

2.9(11)
5.7(7)

(0.1

&2

(2
3.3(4)

6.4{3)

( 1.0

& 0.8'

(Q.8'

& 0.1

4176.64(9)

4272.61(8)'

4396.35(20)"

3086 929.92

0 1090.28

48(3)

42(2)

0 4272.34 (2
3086 1186.25 3(1)

3104 1169.064(90} 95(1)

0 4396.07(20}" 98{1)

& 0.6
(0.1

& 0.1

& 0.5
5.0(7)~

0.4(2)

(0.7
& 1.0

& 1.0

& 1.8
6.3(6)

& Q.6

(0.6
& 0.1

& 0.1

(0.5
5.7(6)
0.4(2)

4459.97(15) 3104 1373.60 43(1) & 1.9

'Uncertain assignments are enclosed in parentheses.
bRelative to 10000 units for the 3104-keV transition. The adopted value is the weighted mean of the present determination with those
of Refs. 15 and 16.
'weighted average of the present determination with that of Ref. 17.
Present determination (see text).

'These limits correspond to branching ratios of & 3%%ui.

These intensities correspond to branching ratios for the 4010~0 and 4010~3104 transitions of 34(2) k and 66{2)%,respectively.
Revised value (M. E. Bunker, private communication).
"Reference 17.
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mental value. The last column of Table I lists the weight-
ed average of the last three determinations. The uncer-

tainty of the weighted mean was multiplied by X (normal-
ized to the degrees of freedom) if X & 1. Since there are
no major discrepancies, we adopt these weighted means.
The intensity results of Raman et al '.are of higher
statistics and consequently yield more stringent limits on
unobserved transitions. However, for observed transitions
their accuracy is mainly limited by the uncertainties in the
efficiency calibration and for these transitions the present
results are competitive.

The spin-parity assignments and y-ray branching ratios
listed for 37C1 in Table I are mainly from the recent

S(p,y) Cl studies of Nooren, de Esch, and van der
Leun. The energies corresponding to transitions not ob-
served in the present work are also from this source. De-
cays to all 3 Cl levels with E, &4.8 MeV were considered,
except the J=—,

' states' at 1727 and 4269 keV

Throughout this report uncertain spin and/or parity as-

signments are placed in parentheses.

C. Gamma-ray energy measurements

Gamma-ray energies were measured for the six ob-

served transitions in Cl. The precision measurement for
the 3103-keV transition will be described below. The oth-
er three values were obtained from the spectrum just

described. A crucial measurement was that of the
4010~3104 transition which was greatly aided by the
presence of Mn(P ) Cr y rays produced via the

Fe(d,a) Mn reaction in the iron backing of the S tar-
get. The energies of these Mn transitions are known to
high precision and provided a convenient internal cali-
bration, the three roost intense y transitions having ener-
gies of 744.233(13), 935.S44(12), and 1434.092(17) keV.
Once the 4010~3104 transition energy was known, it was
used to calculate a value for the 4010~0 transition ener-

gy. Then this latter transition provided a high-energy
calibration point.

A careful measurement of the energy of the 3103-keV
transition ln Cl was made with the mixed source tech-
nique. The procedures and precautions taken have been
explained fully in previous descriptions of precision y-ray
energy measurements performed at this laboratory. zoi5

Also, the same detector-amplifier-ADC (analog-to-digital
converter) was used as in several previous measurements.
Five spectra were recorded with mixed S and Co
sources such that the full-energy peak of the Fe y transi-
tion of 3201.954(14) keV (Ref. 26) was of comparable in-
tensity to that of the Cl 3103-keV transition. A portion
of one of these spectra is shown in Fig. 2. Each spectrum
was recorded with a different ADC bias and amplifier
gain. The average dispersion was =0.4 keV/channel.
The five measurements gave excellent agreement, and the

~000—

57S

5i05.50~

'6Co

3253.4i7

~le 500—
O

56C

320'.954
58C

0 I

27'OO 2900 3OOO 3iOO

CHANNFL NUMBER

FKJ. 2. Portion of one of five spectra taken ~ith mixed S- Co activities. The energies of the y-ray peaks are given in keV.
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TABLE II. Comparison of ' Cl excitation energies in keV.

Present

3086.34{18)
3103.501{20)
3741.27( 10)
4009.91(10)
4272.61(8)
4396.35(20)

3086.12{7)
3103.59(8)
3741.05{15)
4011.3(6)
4272.52(17)
4396.3(7)

3086.6(4)
3103.3(2)
3740.9(5)
4010.6(5)

4393.0(30)

weighted mean value for the difference in energy between
the aforementioned two peaks was b,(3202 —3104)
=98.593(14) keV, which gives 3103.361(20} keV for the

Cl y transition. Correcting for recoil gives 3103.501(20}
keV for the excitation energy of the third-excited state of

Cl.
Our y-ray energies, listed in column four of Table I,

were used to derive level energies. The weighted average
of our level energies and those of Raman et al. ' are listed
in the second column of Table I. In Table II the Cl ex-
citation energies from 3 S(p ) Cl, i.e., the weighted mean
of the present results with those of Raman et al. ,

' are
compared to those of Nooren et al. and to the adopted
1978 values of Endt and van der Leun. ' The agreement
is seen to be satisfactory. Note that the 4273-keV level
was independently discovered by Raman et al. ' and by
Nooren et al.

D. Discussion

The y-ray intensities of Table I were combined with a
previous measurement of the relative intensity for the
g.s. p branch to obtain the p branching ratios of Table
III. The S g.s. has J = —, and thus all the decays list-
ed in Table III—except that to the 4177-keV level —are al-
lowed or first forbidden. The logf„t values of Table III
were calculated using the definitions and procedures of
Warburton, Garvey, and Towner' for allowed (n =0) and
unique first-forbidden (n =1) did;ays. Note, however,
that the decay to the J = —, 3086-keV level is

nonunique, so that the energy weighting appropriate to
unique decay is only correct if the rank 2 matrix element
dominates the rank 1 matrix elements. A ~S half-life's of
5.05(2) niin and the Q(p ) of 4865.16(24) keV from the
1983 Mass Table were used in these calculations.

A comparison to theory is most conveniently made via
the transition strength (matrix element squared) which we
define as' '

8 6166 -
It "(f )

(2n +1)

where 2trlto, is the Compton wavelength of the electron
(386.159 fm). Equation (2) gives

Bp =6166/f pt 10 8 i =2758/f i t fili

TABLE III. Beta branches, logf„t values, and transition strengths (8„) for "S(p )i'Cl allowed
Gamow-Teller (n =0) and first forbidden (n =1)decays.

3+
2

5+
2

7
2
3(+)
2

3+
2

9
2

3+
2

3(—)

2

7
2

g( —)

2

(keV)

3104

3708

3741

4010

4016

4273

BRb

(%)

5.6(6)

0.040(21)

94.0(6)

«0.005

(0.005

0.267(11)

0.090(4)

0.056(6)

0.004(2)

(0.018

logfpt'

7.54(5)

7.77(24)

4.386(4)

& 8.0

& 7.9

6.14(2)

6.15(2)

& 7.6

5.76(5)

6.54(22)

& 5.6

logf i
t'

9.32(5)

8.77(24)

& 8.8

& 8, 1

& 7.7

d

(fm2lt)

1.32(14)

254(2) g 10

(7a3

4.45(19))& 10

4.33(20)x 10-'

(23.0

(500

10.7(12))& 10

1.8(9)X 10-'

(13.5~ 10

'Values in parentheses are uncertain.
The p branching ratio (BR) calculated using the ratio p (g.s.)/p (3104 keV) =0.059(6) of Ref. 27 and

the adopted y intensities of Table I.
'The logf„t values defined in Ref. 13 calculated using tiqt ——5.05(2) min and Q(P )=4865. 16(24) keV.
Allowed Gamow-Teller (n =0) and first-forbidden unique (n =1) transition strengths (matrix elements

squared). See the text.
'This transition is nonunique.
Assuming n =1, i.e., J =

2 for the 4177-keV level.
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III. SETA DECAY OF P

A. Introduction

50 000
l 572 keV

55p( p )55S

The beta decay of P has been observed following the

Cl(y, 2p) P reaction, ' the Cl(t,u ) P reaction, the
' 0(' F,2p) P reaction, and the S(t,a) P reaction.
The recommended" half-life is 47.4(7) s. The beta end-

point, Q(P ), derived from recent S(d, He} P energy
measurements, ' ' is 3988.6(19) keV. The (d, He) angular
distributions of Refs. 19 and 34 also established the s P
ground state as J = —,

' . In the previous P(P } S stud-

ies only one P branch to the J = —,', 1572-keV first-

excited state of S was observed. Apt and Knight set

the most stringent limits on decays to other excited states.
These limits are all g0.45%. The aim of the present

study was to search for weaker decays with a sensitivity

) 10 higher than this previous study.

B. Relative y-ray intensities

P was produced by the i S(t,ay) reaction. The same
rabbit-Ge system was used as in the S(d,p} S(P ) Cl

study. A bombardment of —100 nA of 3.4-MeV tritons
for 40 s was followed by a 2 s transfer time and one to
three 50 s counting intervals. The sensitivity for detecting
weak branches was limited by the buildup of 5-min S,
38-min 8, and 170-min Cl activities. To mitigate this
effect, two targets were used. Each was used for five
bombard-count cycles and several hours elapsed before
this 10-cycle schedule was repeated. One new ~ P P
branch was observed; namely, decay to the S 2938-keV
level, which was previously known to y decay —100% to
the S ground state. ' 3 The ground-state transitions

40 000—

w 30000—

z' 200

2938 keV

x 250

—l50
laJ

Z

CC—l00 ~

z
C)
C3

—50

l 0000-
IiN4)tli", IJ)vBtjp;

l 550 l600 l650
' 3050 3IOO 3l50 3200

CHANNEL NUMBER

from the S 1572- and 2938-keV levels are illustrated in
Fig. 3. The energy of the 2938-keV transition was mea-
sured to be 2938.29(40) keV, corresponding to an excita-
tion energy of 2938.42(40} keV. Previous values for this
energy are 2939.2(13}keV (Ref. 18) and 2938.64(11) keV
(Ref. 35). This new transition was associated with i P de-

cay on the basis of (1) its half-life, which was consistent
(+10% uncertainty) with the expected value of 47 s, and
(2) its agreement in energy with the expected"" decay of

FIG. 3. Portion of Ge spectrum showing the two observed y
transitions from ~'P P decay. The 2938-keV transition has an
intensity relative to that of the 1572-keV transition of
0.476(30)%.

TABLE IV. Beta branching ratios (BR), logfot values, and Gamow-Teller strengths (Bo) for
3'P(P )3'8 decay. The theoretical (theor. ) 80 values are the effective values of Ref 4. .

3 +
2

+
2

7
2

3
2

5+
2

3+
2

5+
2

(T
3

[2 ]

[T
1

2
5

]
3

{keV)

1572

1991

2348

2717

2938

3421

3558

3802

(0.73)'

98.80(3)

(0.08

(0.08

(0.03

(0.02

(0.11

(0.02

(0.02

(0.03

logfot

(7.214)'

4.125(7)

)6.8

)6.5

4.96(3)

)5.3

)4.1

)4.8

)4.4d

)3.4

Bp
(expt. )

0.462(7)

0.067(4)

Bp
{theor.)

4.21 &(10-4

0.518

0.091

'Spin-parity assignments in square brackets are our speculations —see Sec. V 84.
Calculated from the y branches of Refs. 18 and 35.

'Calculated from the listed theoretical value of Bp and assumed in obtaining the other branching ratios.
The y branching of the 3675-keV level has not been measured. This limit corresponds to an assumed
100% ground-state branch.
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FIG. 5. Portion of one of four spectra taken with mixed "P-"Ag activities. The energies of the y-ray peaks are given in

keV.

(&0.08 &6.8) I!1! 7/2-

(98.80 4.i 25) I/2+ 1572.294

the 2938-keV level of S. Relative y-ray intensities were
obtained with the aid of a 6Co calibration. Results for
the two observed transitions and limits derived from
unobserved ones are summarized in Table IV. The beta
decay of P is illustrated in Fig. 4.

C. Gamma ray energy measurements

The energy of the 1572-keV y ray was measured rela-
tive to the "OAg y ray of 1562.302(5) keV (Ref. 26).
Other "Ag y rays provided secondary standards. Four
measurements were made; a11 were in good agreement and
yielded b(1572 —1562)=9.954(23) keV. A portion of one
of these spectra is illustrated in Fig. 5. We adopt
1572.256(24) keV for the energy of the S 1572~0 y ray.
This corresponds to an excitation energy of 1572.294(24)
keV for the first-excited state of S. Previous values for
this excitation energy are 1572.28(13) keV (Ref. 18) and
1572.298(33) keV (Refs. 35 and 36).

IV. BETA DECAY OF "S

A. Introduction

ASSUMED
t

(0.75 7.2i4} $/2+

~S)9

0.0

FIG. 4. Decay scheme for P. The 'P(P )"Sg.s. branching

ratio is the theoretical prediction (see text). See the caption of
Fig. 1 for further details.

Previous investigations of S(P ) Cl and the subse-

quent decay of Cl to Ar were made by Nethaway and
Caretto, who first observed 8 decay, by Engelbertink
and Olness, and by Visser and Lindner. The adopted
half-hves' and P Q values are 170.3(7) min and
2936(12) keV for S decay and 37.24(5) min and 4916.5(8)
kev for Cl decay. The S- Cl decay schemes are illus-
trated in Fig. 6.

Engelbertink and Olness produced S via S(t,p) S
on 1.93% enriched sulfur. They detected y rays with a
bare 30-cin Ge(Li) detector. Visser and Lindner pro-
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duced S via the Ar(y, 2p) S reaction. They performed
chemical separation of the sulfate and, for some measure-
ments, continuous "on-line" separation of the S and Cl
activities. They detected y rays with both bare and CSS
(Compton suppression spectrometer) Ge detectors. The
combination of chemical purification and CSS spec-
trometry gave their experiment unusually high sensitivity
and they reported two y transitions from ~ S(p )isC) not
observed by Engelbertink and Olness.

Our main motivation in the present study was to verify
the results of Visser and I.indner and to set limits on
other unobserved transitions. In addition, some effort was

spent on precision energy measurements of the three most
intense y rays from S- Cl decay.

B. Relative y'-ray intensities

The y spectra of 3sS-3sCI in equilibrium was recorded
with a CSS detector consisting of a NaI(T1) annulus and
an intrinsic coaxial, 100-cm Ge detector. The S target
was bombarded for 2—3 h with 250 nA of 3.1-MeV tri-
tons. After a waiting period of -3 h, a spectrum was
recorded for from 1—10 h. Approximately 20 h total
counting time was collected from four bombardments.
Analysis of the resulting spectrum resulted in the y inten-
sities of Table V.

0 00 (70 3 0
~((38 4&5) 4 (+

3 I
275( 082

%2742.92

C. Gamma-ray energy measurements

4- (308.83

755.27
67(.28

0 =2936+ (2 (ev

o~~~'

(&005«86«) g(2-) ~i~ ~ 0' (98(02
(83,4 4.968) 'ih (+ —-~+-h ~~(94(998

(~004 «9.2«) &a(2-) +&&~ &7S4.8&

(2,37 6.822) 4 (0-) 4 .. «+~oi~ 045.8(3
(0.(r 8.04) l((-) ' (692.677

3- )6(7.&8

Precision energy measurements of y transitions follow-

ing S- Cl P decay were made via the mixed source tech-
nique. The preparation of the S- Cl sources was as
described in the preceding subsection. The reference y
rays were provided by Co and '~ce sources and F
decay. The latter activity has a half-life of 11 s. It was
produced by the ' F + d reaction and the "rabbit" system
was used to present F activity with minimum back-
ground. Precautions were taken to avoid systematic un-
certainties, associated with the use of a short-lived energy
standard. The results of these precision energy measure-
ments are summarized in Table VI. An example of the
data is shown in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 6. Decay schemes of SS and Cl. See the caption of
Fig. 1 for details.

3400 5500
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FIG. 7. Portion of one of 13 spectra taken with mixed "S-
Cl-' Ce activities. The energies of the y-ray peak are given in

keV.
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TABLE V. Gamma-ray energies, branching ratios (BR},and relative intensities from 'SS- 'Cl in equilibrium.

Eb
(keV) (keV)

1

(keV)

BR'
(%}

Relative Intensity
f Present Adopted

S(J =0 ) Cl
{1 ) 1692.677(80)
(0 } 1745.813(40}
(4 ) 1784.81(17)
1+ 1941.998(14}

{2 )
]+

1981.02( 10)
2751.082(70)

"Cl(J =2-)»Ar
2+ 2167.472(9)
0+ 3377.33(12)

3 3810.224{18)
2+ 3936.65(18)
2+ 4565.4{2)

0
0

755
1746

0
0
0

0
2167

2167
0

2167

1692.637(80)
1745.770(40)
1029.52(17)

196.185(40}~
1941.945{14)
1980.96(10)
2750.975{70)

2167.406(9)
1209.84( 12)

1642.714{16)
3936.43(18)
2397.9(2)

92.6(14)
100
100

0.10(3)
99.90(3)
43.7(7)

100

100
99.34(10)
99.928(8)
93.8{7)
96.0{4)

F50
340(40)

(50

10000
(50

6500(100)
24h

4800(100)
g 0.4"
(3h

260(30)

20{7)
10000

190(20)

6400(100)

4700(100}

20(2)
295(8)

g4
9(2)

10000
g6

164(5)

6630(100)
g3

4950(100)
(1
(3

20(2)
294(9}

&4
10{3)

10000
&6

166{6)

6510(100}
(3

4817(100)
g 0.4
(3

'The J values in parentheses are based partly on shell-model predictions {see Sec. V). The others are from Ref. 18.
If the y-ray decay of a level was not observed, then E; is from Ref. 18 and E~ from E; —Ey. For observed transitions E; and E~ are

from the present results, unless noted otherwise. E; is corrected for recoil, E~ is not.
'All branching ratios (BR) are from Ref. 18, except for that of the ' Cl 1942-keV level, which is from the results in this table, and the
3 Cl 2751~0 transition, which is assumed to be 100% and for which a limit of ~ 5% was placed on any other branch {Ref.39).
Relative to 10000 units for the 38Cl 1942~0 transition. The adopted values are the weighted mean of the three determinations.

'Reference 38 unless otherwise noted.
~Reference 39.
IE& is from E; —EJ.
"The limits were inferred from those given for logfot by Ref. 41.

D. Analysis

st (p
—)98gl

As shown by Engelbertink and Olness, the p branch
of S to the sC1 ground state can be determined from the
intensity balance of the S y-ray flux into the Cl ground
state, the intensity of the Cl(p ) Ar 2167-keV y ray (in
equilibrium), and the known ' branching ratio of
57.6(13)% for 3 Cl to the 3 Ar ground state. The very
small 3 Ar 3810~0 branch can be accounted for, but is of
negligible importance. Applying the appropriate relation-
ship s for sequential decays in equilibrium to the adopted
intensities of Table V, we obtain 12.7(32)% for the

S(P ) Cl(g.s.) branch. The remaining S branching ra-
tios were routinely calculated from the adopted intensities
of Table V and are given in Table VII.

One new branch was observed in S(P ) Cl, namely

that to the 1693-keV level. The half-life associated with
the 1693-keV transition was measured to be 200(-60)
min, in reasonable agreement with the value expected for
3sS decay, which is 170 min. Our measured energy for the
1693~0 transition differs by +457(130) eV from the
previous most accurate value of Spits and Akkermans.
This difference is consistent with a similar discrepancy of
+ 293(140) eV for the nearby 1746~0 transition.

2 Cl(p )jsAr-
The branching ratios for Cl P decay were obtained

assuming the 57.6(13)% g.s. branch of van Klinken
et al. ' and a best value for the intensity ratio of the 1643-
and 2167-keV transitions. This best value was the weight-
ed average of the three ratios from Table V, the value of
Ref. 41, and that of Spits and Akkermans. The result-
ing branching ratios are listed in Table VIII.

TABLE VI. Results of precision energy measurements for y rays observed following 3'S decay.

Daughter
nucleus

Reference line
(keV)

Number of b,{E„q—E~}
measures (keV)

Ar
Ar

"Ar
Ar

38Cl

2167.406(9)
1642.721( 17)
1642.700(18)
1642.714(16)
1941.945( 14)

Ce 2185.662{7)
F 1633.602(15)

' Co 1771.350(15)
Adopted value

' Co 1963.714(12)

13
5

4

18.256( 5)
—9.119(7)
128.650(10)

21.769(7)
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TABLE VII. Beta branches, logf„r values, and transition strengths (8„) for ' S(P )' Cl allowed

(n =0) and first forbidden (n =1)decays.

2
(1 }
(0 )

(2 )'
1+

(2 )

1+

0
1692
1745
1785
1942
1981
2751

BR
(%)

12.7(32 }

0.17(2)
2.37(11)

(0.04
83.4(30}
(0.05

1.38(7)

logfor

7.73(11)
8.04(5)
6.822(28)

~ 8.5
4.968(25)

)8.1

4.15(10)

logf, t

9.11(11)
8.78(5)
7.523(32)

~ 9.2

2.12(54)

(1.31
0.0664(39)

(6.0
0.44(9)

'The values in parentheses are chosen from the possibilities allowed by Endt and Van der Leun (Ref. 18)
on the basis of shell-model predictions.
Allowed Gamow-Teller ( n =0) and f~rst-forbidden unique ( n = 1) transition strength (matrix elements

squared). See the text.
The predicted spin of this level is 4 (see Sec. V). The results are included because J =2 is not ruled out

experimentally.

V. SHELL MODEL CALCULATIONS

A. The interaction

The starting point for our 2s, ld, lf, 2p interaction—
labeled SDPF—is the "universal" 2s, ld interaction—
denoted USD- -af Wildenthal. The parameters of this
interaction consist of 63 two-body matrix elements
(2BME's) and three single-particle energies (SPE's) rela-
tive to the ' 0 core. There are 510 2BME's and four
SPE's necessary to fully describe the cross-shell interac-
tion, i.e., that connecting the 2s, ld and lf, 2p shells.
Several different sets of cross shell 2BME's were generat-
ed from effective nucleon-nucleon potentials as well as
from a modified-surface-delta interaction (MSDI). The
potentials used were Schiffer-True, the density depen-
dent Skyrme interaction labeled SGII, and the Millener-
Kurath (MK) potential. The MSDI interaction used was
that of van der Poel. 2 ' Of these the mast successful was
the Millener-Kurath potential, which we then adopted.
The vast majority of the 2BME's generated from the

Millener-Kurath potential were left unchanged. However,
for present purposes, the most important cross-shell
2BME's are the eight (d3/2f7/2

~

V
~
d, /2f7/t ) with

J=2—5 and T=0—1. As a first iteration, these were
modified such that the binding energies of the lowest-

lying Ca T=O and T=1 2, 3 4 and 5 levels
were reproduced essentially exactly (within —10 keV). In
this and all subsequent iterative adjustments, the SpE's of
the f7/2, fs/i, 2p3/i and 2p&/z orbits were adjusted so
that the excitation energies of the lowest-lying —,

'

, and —,
'

levels of 'Ca were fixed to be 0, 6.90, 2.07,
and 4.13 MeV, respectively, with the "'Ca- Ca separation
energy constrained as 8.363 MeV (the experimental value).

The validity of fitting to the Ca T=0 and T=l
2 —5 quadruplets in this manner depends on their hav-
ing dominant d3//f7/2 character. A measure of the inten-
sity of d3/2f7/2 in their wave functions is provided by the
1=3 spectroscopic factors 8+ for s K+ p and S+ for
39K+ n. In Table IX we list the "best values" of these

P

factors as evaluated by Endt, along with the predictions
of our calculations. In Table IX MK refers to the

TABLE VIII. Beta branches, Iogf„t values, and transition strengths (8„)for 'sCI(p )3sAr allowed
(n =0) and first forbidden (n =1)decays.

0+
2+
0+
3
2+
2+

0
2167
3377
3810
3937
4565

57.6(13}

10.5(3}'
(0.02
31.9( 10)'
(0.003
(0.02

logfor

7.426(10)
7.041(12)

)8.7
4.922( 14)

~ 8.7
~ 6.3

logf i t

9.219( 10)
8.373(12)

)9.6

)9.3
y 6.2

a

(fm ")

1.67(4}

(0.71
0.0738(23 }

Allowed Gamow-Teller ( n =0) and first-forbidden unique (n =1) transition strength (matrix elements
squared). See the text.
Reference 41.

'The total branching ratio for excited states is taken from Ref. 41, 42.4(13)%. The ratio of the branches
to the 2167- and 3810-keV levels was taken as the weighted average of the three determinations of Table
V, with those of Refs. 41 and 42.
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TABLE IX. The I =3 spectroscopic factors for Ca and K.

2),0
2p, 0
3),0
32,0
4, ,0
5),0
21, 1

3), 1

4), 1

5i, 1

Expt. '

0.24(4)
0.44(8)
0.55(6)

& 0.01
0.91(10)
0.84(9)
0.77{9)
0.96{12)
0.94(14)
0.88(10)

0.91
0.02
0.36
0.25
0.97
0.93
0.91
0.96
0.99
0.99

MK(exact)

0.96
0.01
0.75
0.17
0.98
0.93
0.93
0.96
0.99
0.99

SDPF

0.96
0.01
0.60
0.23
0.99
0.93
0.93
0.96
0,99
0.99

Expt.

6026
6751
3737
6285
5614
4492
8424
7695
7659
8551

E„(keV)
MK

7540
8430
4850
6780
6573
4990
8832
7711
7634
8300

SDPF

6035
8419
4393
6530
5624
4501
8435
7706
7667
8559

'Reference 46.

Millener-Kurath potential and MK("exact") to the modi-
fication of MK just described. In a pure d 3/i f7/i model
the spectroscopic factors for the four T =0 2i —5& states
and four T =1 2, —5, states are unity. The experimental
S+ are consistent with six of the eight 2, —5, yrast
T =0 and yrast T =1 levels being dominantly d3/zf7/i,
but not the T =0 2i and 3i levels. The calculations do a
fair job of reproducing S+ for the (J;,T)=(3&,0) level,
but not the (2i,0} level. Here, J; denotes the ith level

(ordered by excitation energy} of the given J . As we now

explain, some attempt was made to improve the agree-
ment of the S+ for both these levels.

It is well known that collective effects selectively lower
the energies of low-lying 3 states in even-even nuclei.
Thus the (3i,0) particle-hole matrix element was changed
to about midway between the MK value and the empirical

Ca value, with the consequence that the predicted 3 ex-
citation energy was 668 keV too high. This change
brought the predicted spectroscopic factor for this state
into somewhat better agreement with experiment. The re-

sulting interaction is labeled SDPF in Table IX. A simi-

lar procedure had little effect on the S+ for the (2i „0)
and (2i,O) levels and so no change was made in the (2,0)
particle-hole matrix element. The very poor prediction of
the SDPF interaction for the excitation energy of the

(2i,O) level (see Table IX) is probably a clue to the diffi-

culty. Better agreement can only be achieved by adjust-
ments of other 2BME's—such as the

(d 3/zp 3/i ~

V
~
d 3/zp 3/z )—and this we do not wish to un-

dertake at this time. %'e shall proceed with the cross-shell
interaction just described, but shall keep the noted
discrepancy for the (2,0}states in mind.

Only the 195 2BME's for the fp interaction remain to
be determined. The starting point for this set was the ef-
fective interaction of van Bees and Glaudemans. " These
authors determined an interaction from a least squares fit
to binding energies in the 3-51—55 region using a
inodel space of f7/2, pi/i, p &/2, f5/2, but with only zero or
one particle allowed out of the f7/i orbit. In the present
study, the extra 2BME's needed for an unrestricted fp
space were generated from the MSDI using the parame-
ters (A, ,A0,8„80)=(0.25,0.53, —1.09,0.50) MeV (Ref.
48).

For the present application the most important of the

195 fp 2BME's are the eight &f7/zf7/2 l
V If7/2f7/2~

matrix elements. These were adjusted iteratively until the
binding energies (relative to Ca) of the lowest-lying
J=0—7 levels of Sc (J odd) and Ca (J even) matched
experiment. ' All the 2BME's were evaluated for A =40
and then assumed to vary as (40/A) ' . This is the same
mass dependence used in the USD, and seems to be a
reasonable approximation to that expected for harmonic
oscillator 2BME's based on a realistic 6 matrix.

Our calculations will be performed in the model spaces
(sd) ' "(fp)". We shall refer to these spaces as nfico

excitations. In general, we shall consider the two lowest
allowed neo excitations in order to obtain the low-lying
even and odd parity spectra. In many cases it would be
instructive to include (n +2)fuu and even higher excita-
tions in our nfico model space. Because of dimensional re-
strictions, calculations in such model spaces are generally
beyond our present capabilities. Moreover, calculations
done for Ar in a truncated space indicated that our
SDPF interaction is not suitable for calculating binding
energies in a mixed (Hto+2Rco configurational space.
This is an old and extremely difficult problem encoun-
tered in all attempts to explain mixed cross-shell spectra
or even mixed subshells such as f7/i pi/z+ f7&z'p3/i
(Refs. 51 and 52). The difficulty is that the 2fico states,
which have similar symmetries to the low-lying OAco

states, lie at high energy but still interact strongly and
push the (Hie@ states considerably lower in energy. If we
included 4fuu states, then a similar effect would push
down the low-lying 2%co states and approximately restore
the "correct" relative binding energies. Unfortunately, di-
mensional restrictions preclude inclusion of 4fico states
and, in any case, the series is very slowly converging. %e
shall discuss this difficulty further when we consider
unique first-forbidden beta decays in Sec. V D. It should
be remembered that it is a fundamental property of effec-
tive interactions that the nAcu model space can adequately
account for admixtures of (~ n)fico components of all
types.

In the nuclei just below A =40 there are low-lying
(&n+2)fm intruder states. These states tend to be de-
formed while the nfuu states are more nearly spherical.
The low-lying neo and (&n+2)fico states do not mix
very strongly, but it is important to identify them in order
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to understand these nuclei. For this reason we have also
carried out calculations using an effective d3/zf'7/p in-
teraction (denoted WDF) developed by Wildenthal for
just such a purpose. For all four nuclei the calculation for
both even and odd parity states were performed in the full
(ds/if&/z)" space, e g ,. .Ar sr=+ states include (Pico,
2irao, 4irito, and 6fico terms.

Our calculations were done with the computer program
OXBASH. OXBASH works in the m scheme but utilizes
projected basis vectors which have good J and T. Kith
the computer resources available to us we can handle J,T
states with dimensions up to 2500 to -3000 and m-
scheme dimensions up to 75000, depending on the num-
ber of partitions. For calculations with larger I-T dimen-
sion, some sort of truncation was necessary. Several dif-
ferent options exist in oxBASH. These are (1}limitations
on specific subshell occupancies, (2) limitations on the
number of unpaired nucleons denoted by S, and (3}limita-
tion to a specific list of allowed partitions. A partition is
a specific occupancy of the seven subshells of SDPF.
Thus, both (1) and (2) pick certain classes of partitions.
We shall list partitions and subshell occupancies in the
form [ti (dsn) "(d3/2) ti (sin)' "(fin) ti (fsn)
n(Ps/i), n( Pi/i)], where n(j) denotes the number of nu-
cleons in the subshell j. In these calculations spuriousity
was removed using the method of Gloeckner and
Lawson.

B. Energy levels

As a first test of the interaction, we consider energy lev-
el spectra for the daughter nuclei of the current P decay
study. We are interested in nuclear levels involving parti-
cles in both the sd and fp shells. As summarized in Table
X, the dimensions of the matrices which must be diago-
nalized in order to obtain the wave functions increase rap-
idly for a given nfico as A departs from 40. Thus, we con-
sider the nuclei of interest in the order ssAr, sC1, siCl,
and S.

g. '8Ar

Our calculated spectra for Ar is compared to experi-
ment in Fig. 8.

(0,89, II,O) 4+~

2- (I-3)

i~ 5=-5 4
5-~~r' (3,86, I I,O) 2+"

3

0+ (ii,75, I3,i) 0+"

2+

{78,20, 2,0) 2+
/

2+ /

0+
SDPF

0+ (76.22.2.0) 0"
EXPERIMENT NDF

38A

FIG. 8. Comparison of the calculated and experimental level
schemes of Ar. The experimental data are from Ref. 18. All
known states below 5.4 MeV are included. The percentages of
Ohco, 2fico, 4%co, and 64m in the m =+ WDF wave functions are
given in parentheses, and predominantly 2%co states are labeled
by asterisks.

a. The WDF calculation. We discuss two cases
Euen parity. The WDF calculation in the (ds/Qi/&)6

model space is shown to the right in Fig. 8. For the
even-parity states the intensity in the wave functions of
0))ko, 2%co, 4irico, and 6%co, respectively, is given in
parentheses. The predominantly 2i)iso intruder states are
marked by an asterisk. There is ample experimental evi-
dence that the 0+ 3.38-MeV level, 2+ 3.94-keV level, and
4+ 5.35-MeV level are )2fico intruder states (see, e.g. ,
Refs. 57 and 58). It is clear that the Oz+, 2q+, and 4i+ levels
of Ar are nicely accounted for by the WDF interaction
which identifies them as 2irico states.

TABLE X. Dimensions of the J matrices for the lowest two nfl SDPF model spaces for 'Ar, ' Cl,
Cl, and S.

Nucleus

"Cl

configuration

(sd)
(sd)"(fp)
(sd)"(fp)
(sd)"(fp)'

3
105
31

2318

2
287

87
6582

5
394
119

9626

2
411
121

10 897

2
353
102

10574

0
157
41

6930

35S

configuration

Sd)21

(sd)' (fp)
(sd)19
(sd) "(fp)

1

2

5

564
75

4995

3
2

10
993
129

8937

10
1201

148
11 253

7
2

6
1279
136

11 717

5

984
103

10594

1

709
64

8487

13
2

0

33
6051
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Odd parity .All odd-parity states predicted by the
WDF calculation below 6-MeV excitation are & 78% lkco

with the 3fico states calculated to commence at -7350
keV with J =7 . Experimentally, the lowest 7 state
known is at 7508 keV (Ref. 18).

b T.he SDPF calculation. We discuss two cases
Even parity. The even-parity states were calculated in

the Ofter model space, i.e., (sd), and are thus just those of
the USD interaction.

Odd parity. The Ilia states utilize our SDPF interac-
tion. Granting a 2 assignment for the 5084-keV level,

there is a one-to-one correspondence between the experi-
mental and calculated odd-parity states below 5.4-MeV
excitation. The average rms deviation for the five odd-

parity levels is about 300 keV.
Discussion The. SDPF and WDF calculations account

for all the known Ar states below 5.4-MeV excitation,
except the 4710-keV level. The 4710-keV level was given

a definite 0+ assignment by Endt and van der Leun. '

The evidence for this assignment comes from an

Ar(t, p) Ar angular distribution. According to one of
the authors of that work, the 0+ assigtiment should not
be taken as definite. If, in actual fact, there is a J =0+
level at 4710 keV, it is not predicted by the USD interac-
tion, which places the second 0+ state at 6182 keV, nor by
the WDF interaction, which places the next 2%co 0+ state
at 7532 keV,

(l-8+ l+

p+ I 4
r

4+
%—p+

2 — 4
l+

X
bJ

o+
=2+

g+ l+ (2,-3)

. .(2~) (0 lP

/

4- 0 —
/

5

SDPF
0 2 2 2

EXPERlMENT WDF

58C(

FIG. 9. Comparison of the calculated and experimental level
schemes of Cl. The experimental data are from Ref. 18. A11

known states below 3 MeV are shown. Predominantly 3Aco

states in the WDF calculation are labeled by asterisks.

The s Cl results are compared to experiment in Fig. 9.
a. The WDF calculation The .calculation in a

(d 3/2f 7/q ) model space indicates that the 3%co odd-parity
states commence at -2.8 MeV with the 1,2, and 4
states marked by asterisks in Fig. 9. The odd-parity states
below these are ~80%%uo I%co. The even-parity states
shown are all predominantly 2fico with 4fico commencing
at -4.4 MeV.

b The SDPF. caictdation. We discuss two cases.
Odd parity. The odd-parity calculation was done in the

full (sd) '(fp)' space. The rather good agreement for the
four lowest levels was expected because of the well-known
success of the Pandya ' transformation between K and

Cl and because our 2BME's were forced to fit the K
particle-hole spectrum ( Ca, T =1 spectrum). In Fig. 9
all the experimental levels with J enclosed in parentheses
have definite parity, but a range of J values are allowed.
We have chosen the correspondence indicated to give best
agreement to the calculation for levels below 2.8-MeV ex-
citation. For the odd-parity levels between 1- and 2-MeV

excitation, in fact, the correspondence shown is the only
one consistent with the experimental ranges in J. Note
that the 0, 1,2, and 3 states in the 1—2 MeV range
do not appear in the %'DF spectrum; they are predom-
inantly md3/tvp3/2 With the identifications indicated,
the average rms deviation for the nine odd-parity excited
levels is 175 keV.

Even parity. The even-parity spectra was calculated
with the SDPF interaction and with two nucleons in the
pf shell, i.e., a 2%co model space. (Of course, Ofay is not
allowed in this case because N ~ 20.) For the calculation
of even-parity states truncation of the subshell occupan-
cies was necessary (see Table X). A number of different
truncations, displayed in Table XI, were used in an at-
tempt to understand its effect. We return to this subject
when the Gamow-Teller decays are discussed. The excita-
tion energies of Fig. 9 correspond to the range of parti-
tions [10—12, &8, &4;0&2, 0, 0, &2, 0], where a & sign
means the subshell occupancy was not restricted. This

TABLE XI. Truncation schemes for calculation of the 'Cl (sd)i (fpP 1+ wave functions.

No.

&2, &2, &2]
&2, 0, &2, 0]'
2,0, &2, 0]
&2, 0—1, &2, 0—1]
&2, 0—1, &2, 0—1]; S&2

[12, &8, &4; &2,
[10—12, &8, &4;
[&12, &8, &4; &

[ll—12, &8, &4;
[10—12, &8, &4;

Partitions
[n(ds/q), n(d3/2), (s n); i/n2(f7/q), (nfl )/,2n(p3/2), n(p~/q))

Dimension
(no. of J states)

465
1503
2019
2066
1907

The results of Flg. 9.
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calculation provides candidates for the two 1+ states iden-

tified in S(P ) Cl (see Table VII). The wave functions

of these two states are rather similar, both being -50%
[12,5,3; 2,0,0,0], i.e., excitation of a 2si/3 nucleon into the

d3&2 orbit. There are only two possible experimental can-

didates for the predicted 0+, 2+, 3+, and 4+ states. Thus,

it is very likely that about seven even-parity states belo~
—3 MeV in Cl remain to be detected. Especially

noteworthy is the prediction of a 2+ state a 1251 keV.

Perhaps one of the known levels between 1 and 2 MeV is a

doublet. The S(t,n) or S(a,d) reactions might be useful

in the study of these even-parity states.
As an aid to the search for the 2i+ state, its electromag-

netic decay modes were calculated. %e use truncation no.

5 of Table XI—giving a J dimension of 275". to calcu-

late an excitation energy of 1377 keV and B(E1}values

for decay to the 2i and 3i states of 0.96&&10 and

0.37&(10 e fm2, respectively. The M2 rates are found

to be negligible. These B(E1}values give branching ratios

of 99.5% and 0.5% to the 2 and 3 states, respectively,

and a total lifetime of 2.5 ps.

5
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/
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(0, 92, 8) I+"

I3

(0,96, 4 ) 7++

(0,96,4) 5++

(8,85, 7 ) 3++

3. ~Cl

Comparison of our calculated spectra with experiment
is shown in Fig. 10. Note that the levels in this figure
carry their 2J values.

a. The 8'DF calculation The r.esults of a calculation
in the (d3/2f7/3} model space using the WDF interaction
is shown to the right in Fig. 10. The even-parity states
from this calculation are labeled by the intensity of Otic,
2%co, and 4fico in the wave function. We see that the
WDF interaction predicts five 2fico states below 5-MeV
excitation. The odd-parity states predicted by the %DF
interaction for E„&5MeV are all & 83% lirau. The 3fuu

states are predicted to start at -5.2-MeV excitation with
a —,'state.

b. The SDPF calculation We discus. s two cases
Euen parity. Experimentally, there are seven definite,

two probable, and four possible even-parity levels up to
and including the —, state at 4904 keV Th.e USD and
WDF interactions can jointly account for the seven defi-
nite even-parity levels and one probable even-parity level.

Odd parity On the ba.sis of the WDF calculation we
expect that the odd-parity states below 5-MeV excitation
should all be accounted for by a SDPF 1fico calculation.
The calculations whose results are shown in Fig. 10 do
provide possible candidates for all known odd-parity lev-
els up to 5-MeV excitation. There is one missing experi-
mental —,

' state. (It is possible that the 4269-keV level

has J = —, rather than —,
' .) The 3627-keV level has

been given a J = —, assignment. ' We find better ac-
cord with the calculations if it has J = —, rather than

; otherwise, there is a poorly accounted for calculated
state at 3.5 MeV and an extra —, state (the 3627-keV

level) which the calculation cannot easily accommodate.
Only one definite —, state is known experimentally. The
known properties (from experiment) of either the 4921- or
4932-keV level would be consistent with a —, assignment
and thus both are candidates for —,3 .

c. Dt'scussion The worst defect . in our calculations so

2.5—
2.0 —I+ I+

I.O—

SDPF

3+ (8l, I8, I ) 3+
EXPER IMENT

FIG. 10. Comparison of the calculated and experimental lev-

el schemes of Cl. The levels are labeled with 2J . Uncertain
parity assignments are in parentheses. The experimental results
are mainly from the recent (p,y) study of Nooren et al. (Ref.
23) with supplemental information from Endt and van der Leun
(Ref. 18). All definitely known states up to the 2 5271-keV

level are shown. The percentages of Ofia~, 2%co, and 4fico in the
m=+ %'DF wave functions are given in parentheses, and
predominantly 2Am states are labeled by asterisks.

4. 35S

The comparison to experiment is shown in Fig. 11. The
levels are labeled with their 2J values. Experimental

far encountered is in the excitation energies of the higher
spin (

—', ——,) odd-parity levels. The calculated energies

are, on the average, about 450 keV too low. On the other
hand, the next higher yrast state is predicted to be a —",

level at 7648 keV; some 630 keV above the (—,
'

) 7020-keV
level to which it probably corresponds. On reflection,
there is no reason to expect E„ for the —", state to also be
calculated too low since —", is the largest spin one can ob-
tain from (d3/2) f7/2 with the result that different
2BME's and SPE's become dominant for J & —,

' . In
spite of the poor agreement for I& —,, the average rms de-

viation for the 14 odd-parity levels for which a correspon-
dence is indicated in Fig. 10 is about 270 keV, better than
for 38A.r.
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(O, tOO) 5+~

(2, 98) 3+ ~

(~-.a-)
(99 t) e-

7

~+, (9s,7)

3+
EXPERIMENT

(e~.7) z+
NDF

35S

FIG. 11. Comparison of the calculated and experimental lev-

el schemes of "S. The experimental data are mainly from Ref.
35. The levels are labeled with 2J . All experimental levels up
to 4 MeV are shown. The percentages of Sk~ and 2Aco snd of
1Aco snd 3%co in the m=+ snd n = —%'DF wave functions,

respectively, are given in parentheses. Predominantly Mco states
are labeled by asterisks. For the SDPF calculations all predicted
levels up to 5 MeV are shown.

spin-parity assignments are taken from the recent
S(n,y) S study of Raman et al. and from Endt and

van der Leun. ' Some spin-parity assignments are given
in addition to those from Ref. 35. The present P decay
results yield a definite —', assignment to the 2938-keV
level. The y decays into and out of the 3558-keV level in
the (n,y) reaction strongly suggest —,

' or —,'; otherwise, at
least one y transition would be M2 or even more un-
favored. A probable l„=1 angular distribution from the

S(d,p) S reaction was observed to the 3675-keV level, ~

indicating a preference for J = 2i or 22

a. The WDI' calculations. For S the WDF interac-
tion (right-hand side of Fig. 11) predicts the beginning of
appreciable 2%co admixtures in the even-parity states and
31m admixtures in the odd-parity states at -4.4- and
5.S-MeV excitation, respectively. Because S is at the
lower limit in A of the range of applicability of a d3/2f7/2
model, we have also estimated the effects of 2fico and 3fico
admixtures using the van der Poel interaction, which
uses a s&/zdz/&f7/zpz/2 model space. With this interac-
tion we find appreciable 2%co and 3%co admixtures com-
mencing at -3.8 and 7.2 MeV, respectively. %e conclude
that levels up to -3.8 MeV are most likely predominantly
(Hie) or 1Acgp.

b. The SDI'F calculation. %e discuss two cases.
Even parity. The even-parity spectrum is just that of

the USD. The agreement is quite impressive. The most
likely candidate for the unidentified» state is the

3597-keV level, which decays 100% to the —', ground
state with limits on other branches of &5% each. ' We

7 +
have calculated the electromagnetic decays of the»
state of (sd)' in order to check whether or not our SDPF
predictions are consistent with the decay of the 3597-keV
level. Using extra effective charges of 0.35 for both neu-
trons and protons for E2 transitions and the free-nucleon

g factors for Ml transitions, we find transition strengths
in Weisslmpf units (W.u.) of 3.55 and 0.043 for the7+ 3 + 5 +

E2 and»» M1 transitions, respective-
ly. The —, i ~—,i El transition strength is found to be
7.8 &(10 5 W.u. All other possible decay modes are negli-
gible. The branching ratios are then 93%, 5%, and 2% to3+ 5+ 7—

and —.. . respectively. Thus, we conclude that
the 3597-keV level is indeed a good candidate for the
lowest —, state.T +

Odd parity. The SDPF lirico calculation for S has
quite large matrix dimensions (see Table X), so some trun-
cation is necessary. In the calculation of the lyrico spec-
trum we used the subshell restrictions [10—12, & 8,
&4;0—1, 0, 0—1, 0]. This gives (2J:dimension)
=(1:1052), (3:1893), (5:2358), (7:2431), and (9:2147),
which is manageable. The —,

'
i and —', &

predictions are in

good accord with experiment. The lowest-lying experi-
mental candidate for the —',

, state is that at 3558 keV
compared to a prediction of 3916 keV. The» state is as
yet unidentified. The two lowest-lying possibilities are the
3818- and 4022-keV levels, both of which have —100%
decays to the —', , 1991-keV level. Either would be in

good agreement with the predicted excitation energy of
3910 keV for —,', .

5. Ground-state binding energies

Calculated and experimental ground-state binding ener-
gies are compared in Table XII. For the four nuclei at the
top of the table the states are predominantly (sd)" and the
differences between the calculated and experimental bind-
ing energies of the ground states are given. '64 For the
lower three nuclei, the comparison is of a (n+1)fico,
T+1 state (the analog of the P emitter) relative to the
nfico, T ground state. It is seen that the tendency —noted
for Cl—for the SDPF interaction to give lirico states too
low is seen here as well.

C. Gamow-Teller transitions

Allowed rates were calculated for the beta decays of
P, S, S, and Cl. The calculations were carried out

both with the free-nucleon Gamow-Teller operator and
with an effective Gamow-Teller operator. The parameters
of the effective operator were taken to be the "final fit"
values given in Table 8 of Brown and %ildenthal, but
with 5, (s-s) set equal to 5, (d-d) since the difference is
essentially negligible and the calculation is easier with
them equal. These parameters are 5,(d d}=—0.248(11), -
5i(d-d)=0. 004(3), and 5&(d-d}=5&(s-d) =0.017(8).
These empirical parameters result from a least squares fit
to Gamow- Teller (GT) transitions between levels in
3 = 17—39 nuclei which are well described in the (2s, ld)
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TABLE XII. Comparison of calculated and experimental binding energies.

35S

35p

37cl

J;Tz

3+ 3
2 ~ 2

1+. 5
2 ~ 2

3+ 3
2 & 2

Expt. ' SDPF

Excitation energy
in Tz —1 nucleus

{keV) h(expt. —calc.)

(keV)

—190

Ar
37S

38Cl

38S

0+;1
7 5
2 & 2

2 s 2
0+. 3

10224

10626
8216

9890

10 178

7791

334

'Reference 18.

configurational space. They result in a quenching of
50—55% in the upper part of the (2s, ld) shell. These

sd-shell parameters are not necessarily appropriate for the

fp shell. However, quenching present in the 'Sc(P+) 'Ca

GT mirror decay is comparable to that in GT transitions

in the upper part of the sd shell. Also, Towner and

Khanna —whose first principles calculation explains the

sd shell GT parameters so well —predict similar results in

A =41. Thus, we feel justified in using the same effective

operator quenching throughout the SDPF region. Note

that the departures of the effective GT operator from the

free nucleon operator presumably include the results of

n-particle, n-hole admixtures, and, in fact, because of ten-
sor correlations one must include excitations up to n —10
(Ref. 6).

The calculations for 3 P, 3 S, and Cl decay were done
in the SDPF space with the pf occupancy restricted to the
lowest allowed by the parities of the states involved. For
3 S(0+)~3 Cl(1+) the dimension of the (sd) (fp) matrix
of 1+ states was too large as already discussed and some
truncation was necessary. The calculation was done ap-
proximately by calculating in the truncated basis nos. 1—4
of Table XI. For each of these calculations the one-
body-density (OBD) overlap with the S 0+ state (calcu-

TABLE XIII. Comparison of experimental and calculated Gamow-Teller rates for the decay of "P,
"Cl, "S,and "Cl,

Decaying
body (keV) 1038o(expt. )

10 80(calc.)

Effective Free

35p

37S

i+ s
2 & 2

7 5
2 ~ 2

1572

3104

3741

4010

4273

4396

4811

3+
2

1+
2

3+
2

7
2

5( —)

2

462(7)

67(4)

254(2)

5(1)

4(1)

11(1)

2(1)

&14

0.42

518

232

17

10

0.03

173

377

33

145

30

20

10

38S 0+. 3 1942

2751

66(4)

440(90)

9{27)'
234(219)'

20(46)'

481(454)'

38cl 2 '2 3810
4877

3 74{2) 102

32

'The first number is the "hybrid" calculation. The second (in parentheses) is from truncation no. 5 of
Table XI.
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lated in the full SDPF space) was formed. These were

then combined so as to form a "hybrid" full SDPF OBD.
Tests of similar cases but with smaller dimensions showed

this to be a very good approximation to the full calcula-
tion. As a final check the calculation was done in the
"broken pair" truncation, S &2—the last listing in Table
XI. Results are collected in Table XIII. %e consider the
general agreement for the four decaying bodies as quite
good. There is an obvious and gratifying preference for
calculations done with the effective operator. None of the
transitions are especially strong; however, the stronger
transitions are calculated as such and we do not expect as

good agreement for the weaker transitions (say
10 Bo ~100). The worst discrepancy is for S(P ) Cl,
the only case involving two particles in the (fp) shell. As
far as we know, this is the first calculation which gives a
reasonable explanation of any of the allowed decays of

S, S, or Cl. For P decay, the fp shell is not in-

volved and the calculated results are those of the USD in-

teraction as reported by Brown and %ildenthal.

D. Unique first-forbidden transitions

In this subsection we consider the unique fiist-
forbidden, i.e., M=2, he= —,decays of i5P, i7S, isS,

and Cl. These M2-like beta transitions provide a natural
test of our interaction since they directly involve the
cross-shell part between the (sd) and (pf) shells. In
unique first-forbidden beta decay (n;Ij;} and (n~l~jy} may
differ by only one major oscillator quantum (2n +I —2).
Thus, the SDPF space provides a complete basis for these
first-forbidden decays assuming an inert '60 core.

The history of our understanding of unique first-
forbidden decays in this mass region is an interesting one.
Early attempts to understand them utilized a d&/&f7/i

model space and were unsuccessful. Oquidam and Jan-
covici first showed that unique first-forbidden decays in
this region were retarded by a rather constant factor of
-5 relative to decay rates obtained from wave functions
diagonalized in a 13/2j'7/i space. Bertsch and Molinari
then gave some insight into the nature of this retardation
in a treatment of ' N, Ar, and 'Ca decays. However,

Ar and 'Ca decays were unfortunate cases to treat as
most of the inhibition results from cancellation effects
within the di/Q7/2 model space which render the result
very sensitive to the interaction.

The inhibition was convincingly and essentially corn-
pletely explained by the first-order perturbative treatment
of Towner et al. ,

' who showed it to be due to general
properties of the repulsive particle-hole interaction such
that the —10% of the wave functions not di/Qi/2 in
both initial and final states acted coherently in destructive
phase to the main d3/Q7/i contribution. Because the ef-
fect depends on rather general properties of the interac-
tion which our SDPF interaction should possess, we
should expect to obtain similar results and with no
surprises. However, there are several reasons to calculate
these decays. First, the 1971 calculation of Towner
et al. ' was done perturbatively and has not been checked
since with a full diagonalization of the SDPF space.
Second, Towner et al. ' displayed with a schematic model
calculation the specific dependence of the hindrance on
the nucleon-nucleon potential; thus, a comparison to ex-
periment should help test the cross-shell part of our in-
teraction and any discrepancies with experiment would be
especially informative.

Comparison to experiment is made in Table XIV in
which we collect the experimental transition rates, 8&,
from the previous tables. Our calculation uses harmonic
oscillator radial wave functions with the length parameter
b =(41.467/%co)' fm with fico=45A ' '—25M

TABLE XIV. Comparison of experimental and calculated unique first-forbidden rates for the decay
f 35P 37Cl 38S d 38Cl

Decaying
body

3Sp i+
2 & 2

7 S
2 & 2

(3558)

3708'

3+
2

3 +
2

3+
2

8 ~ (expt. )

(fm )

&2~10

1.32(14)

(7.3

(a)

14.08

8 i (calc.)

(fm2)

(b)

0.19

6.11

38S

38C1

0+;3

2 '2 0
3377

0+
+

2.12(54)

(6
1.67(4)

~ 0.71

28.93

0

11.57

0

8.92

0.036

6.08 2.62(2.95)
0.003

' 'See text.
dThis is a speculation (see Fig. 11).
'This level is assumed to be an intruder (see Fig. 10) and the 4016-keV level is assumed to be the second
3 +

state of the SDPF space.
The first number is the *'hybrid" calculation. The second (in parentheses) is from truncation no. 4 of

Table XVI.
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TABLE XV. The 3'Cl{p )' Ar 2 ~0+ transition rate 8~ {in
fm ) calculated in a d3/if7/i model space with the indicated
n Ace contributions to the initial (n;) and final (nf) state.

1

1+3
1+3+5

11.S7
9.88
9.56

6.83'
7.75
7.69

6.10
6.93'
6.96

6.05
6.88
6.88'

'These values correspond to the smallest final model space
necessary to connect to all components of the initial state.

MeV. We first consider the calculation of 8) given in
column (a). This is the value for the d3/zf7/i 2irkt)~ If!N,
or lyrico~(Pico model. P(p )i5S lies outside this model
space, the other three decays are all extremely simple with
only one nonzero Bi and that easily related to the
di/i~f7/i single-particle Bi value. ' The inhibition for
this calculation, i.e., 8

&
(df)/8

&
( expt ) is a factor of 10.7,

13.6, and 6.9 for S, S, and Cl, respectively, exhibiting
the hindrance we have discussed. To explain this hin-

drance it is necessary to utilize the full SDPF space in the
lyrico or 2%co initial (T& ) state and include 2Rcu or 3))an ex-

citations in the final (T& } state which is predominantly
(Hie@ or ltd. This was transparently explained by the
treatment of Towner et al. ' The effects of the full SDPF
space in the initial state are the largest but inclusion of
correlations in the final state is also necessary in order to
explain the hindrance. This latter point is discussed fur-
ther below. The use of a full SDPF space for the initial
state is easily accomplished. It is just what we have done
to obtain the energy level spectra of Figs. 8—11. If we use
these wave functions to calculate the 8 &, we obtain the re-

sults of column (b). The hindrance has been cut to 4.6,
4.2, and 3.6 for S, S, and Cl and now we have finite,
albeit small, values of 8, for decays to excited states and

for P decay to the unknown —, , state.
How does this result compare to the perturbative treat-

ment of Towner et al.?' In our calculation, the inclusion
of all SDPF particle-hole terms cuts the transition
strength 8, for S, S, and Cl by factors of 0.43, 0.31,
and 0.53, respectively. Towner et al. ' obtained factors of
0.36, 0.30, and 0.41, respectively. The agreement is irn-

pressive.
%e now consider ground-state correlations, by which

we mean admixtures of higher nlco terms to the initial
and final states. We first illustrate the effect by calculat-

ing the "Cl(p )"«& ~0+ 8»n a d3/2f7/i model
space with all possible permutations of restrictions on the
np-nh contributions to initial and final states. The results
are shown in Table XV. This exercise illustrates that a
good approximation to the full (d3/2f//i) result, i.e.,
(5fico~ &duo, is obtained if the final state wave func-
tion contains all neo terms which can connect to the ini-
tial state. This can be understood by noting (a) all
(n +1)fico—+(n +2)fico terms have the same phase which
is opposite to all (n+1)Rco~nkco terms, and (b) the
reduction due to normalization as the number of nba
terms increases is compensated for by the additional in-
phase contribution. Thus, in calculations of the 8, it is
reasonable to confine our calculations to the lowest
(n + 1)irido allowed for the initial state and
nRco+(n+2)irico for the final state. This result was ex-
plained by Towner et nl. ' Expansion of the model space
to SDPF will not affect the general principle, but will in-
crease the magnitude of the effect of adding (n+2)fico
terins in the final state.

Unfortunately, inclusion of 2%co states in a full SDPF
calculation is beyond our computational capabilities and
only for the Ar 0+ states can we come close enough to a
full SDPF space to perform a meaningful calculation.
For Cl(p ) Ar the calculation was done with a full
SDPF lyrico wave function for isCI, while for the isAr 0+
states we considered several truncation schemes much as
for the isC1 1+ states described in the preceding subsec-
tion. These are listed in Table XVI. The final "hybrid"
result was obtained by combining OBD's for the first
three truncations in the table. Finally, close to the fullest
possible calculation of the isAr 0+ wave functions was
performed by truncating with a specific list of partitions
as summarized in Table XVI. As is seen in Table XIV,
the final results for Cl decay are in reasonable accord
with experiment but fall short of explaining the inhibition
by -60%. This discrepancy is not disturbing for two
reasons. First, as discussed in Sec. VA, we have reasons
to view the (0+2}i)ku calculation of Ar with some cau-
tion. Second, in analogy with Gamow-Teller decay, it
would appear likely that there is further quenching
beyond 2%co correlations and possibly also from 5-isobar
and mesonic effects. '

The results presented for Cl decay would appear to
constitute a sufficient test of the perturbative treatment of
Towner et al. , '~ who obtained good agreement for the

S(p ) and S(p ) ground-state decays as well as for this
decay. The calculation of the (0+2)%co Ar 0+ wave

TABLE XVI. Truncation schemes for calculation of the "Ar(0+ 2)Ace 0+ ~ave functions.

No.
Partitions

[n {dsn)~ n {d3n)~ & {&i/24 n {fan~i &{fan)~ & {p3/2)~ & {pi/2)]

[10—12, &8, &4; &2, 0, &2, 0]
[10—12, &8, 4; &2, &2, &2, &2]
[12, &8, &4; &2, &2, &2, &2]
the 51 (of 156 total) most important
partitions as estimated from the above
results (m-scheme dimension =78 367)

Dimensions
(no. of J states)

1107
1155
412

1699
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TABLE XVII. Comparison of the one-body-density amp1i-

tudes for the unique first-forbidden "Cl(p )'~Ar g.s. decay for
two model spaces.

d5/2

d5/2
d 5/2

d 5/2

d 3/2

d3/2

d3/2
d 3/2

S 1/2

S 1/2

f7n
fsn
P3/2

P 1/2

f7n
fsn
P3/2

P 1/2

fsn
P3/2

X;OBD(0)

+ 0.08625
—0.043 33
+ 0.007 62
—0.015 75
—0.772 70
+ 0.01677
—0.087 92
+ 0.01049
—0.015 28

+ 0.17040

OBD(0+ 2)

+ 0.08642
—0.043 36
+ 0.007 66
—0.015 76
—0.772 70
+ 0.01678
—0.087 72
+ 0.01049
—0.015 24
+ 0.17001

The p decays of P, S, S, and Cl were investigated

by y-ray spectroscopy. These are all the nuclei which can
be most easily formed by bombardment of S with light
(A (4) projectiles. Two new decays were observed:

P(P ) S(2938-keV level) and S(P ) Cl(1692-keV lev-

el). More accurate E„and Ir values were obtained for

function provides an additional confirmation of the per-

turbative approach to the calculation of the Cl(p ) Ar

g.s. transition. For perturbation theory to be valid it is

necessary, to a sufficient approximation, that the devia-

tions from the di/zf7/i result due to corrections to the in-

itial and final states can be treated independently. One

way to satisfy this condition is for the (h)ico part of the 0
g.s. wave function to be approximately the same for the

(Rico and (0+ 2)%co calculations. That they are the same

to an extraordinary accuracy is shown in Table XVII,
where we compare the OBD's for the (Hico and (0+ 2)trico

calculations. In both cases the OBD is taken for a

(JT)=(21) tensor between the full SDPF lficg 2 Cl ini-

tial state and the 0i+ final state. The normalization factor

N~ is the amplitude of Ofico wave function in the mixed

(0+ 2)%co wave function. In this case it is 0.8907. The

(0+ 2)%co calculation used here is no. 1 of Table XVI. It
is clear that the Ofico part of the wave function is essential-

ly unchanged by the mixing in of the 20.7% 2%co com-

ponent.
It is interesting to note that the converse of this last

statement is not true. If a calculation is made of Ar 0+
states in a 2&o space (sd) (fp) and we inquire as to the

overlap of the 2i)ico part of our previously calculated

(0+ 2)fico ground state with this spectrum of 2trtco states,
we find only a small overlap with the lowest 2irico state.

Only 60% of the complete overlap is found in the first 35
MeV of excitation and this is spread with —25%
clustered near 16 MeV and —20% in the second 2irico state
at -7-MeV excitation (all excitations are relative to as-

suming the 2irico states commence at 3.38 MeV). (It is in-

teresting that the spectrum of unique first-forbidden

strength for the ~sCl ground state has a roughly similar

shape. ) We conclude that the composition of the 2trico part
of the (0+ 2)Ace 0+ ground state of Ar is quite complex
and is not amenable to a simple explanation.

VI. SUMMARY

many transitions and more stringent limits were placed on
most energetically accessible but unobserved transitions.

From comparison of the experimental Gamow-Teller
results with the known and predicted energy levels of the
daughter nuclei, it is concluded that, with one exception,
all the energetically allowed GT decays that are measur-
able with present-day techniques have been found. The

35 3+
one exception is P decay to the S —, ground state. In

Cl decay the 32 state at 4877-keV excitation is energeti-
cally accessible (Qo ——4917 keV) and in S decay we
predict (Fig. 10) that —,~ and —',

~ lie at 4811 and 4838
keV, respectively, and thus are accessible (Qo ——4865 keV),
but in these cases the phase space available is so small as
to effectively prohibit observation of the decays which are
predicted to have relatively small GT rates.

From a perusal of the experimental data and the shell-
model predictions, one concludes that all unique first-
forbidden decays which are expected to be observable have
also been seen. There are several unobserved but energeti-
cally accessible decays (see Table XIV), but all are predict-
ed to have such small transition strengths as to be essen-
tially unobserv able.

We have described in some detail the construction of a
shell-model interaction appropriate for mixed (sd) and

(pf) configurations. The results obtained for binding en-

ergies are about as good as expected for a first try. The
calculation of the Gamow-Teller rates gives the first
reasonable explanation of these decays, while the calcula-
tion of the unique first-forbidden rates gave added credi-
bility to the perturbative results of Towner et al. 'i

As already noted, the GT predictions for the effective
operator agree better with experiment than those for the
free-nucleon operator. Thus we can say that quenching
for the allowed transitions is consistent with the systemat-
ics for the sd shell. What can we say about quenching in

unique, first-forbidden decays? In the one case we were
able to calculate there appears to be a need for some
quenching beyond that generated by the repulsive T =1
particle-hole interaction and incorporated in the calcula-
tion. However, there is such a severe inhibition from this
latter source that we consider this evidence to be only sug-
gestive.

A shell-model calculation for neutron rich A =35—41
nuclei was recently made by %oods, who constructed in-

teractions in the d5/id3/psi//f7/ip3/i model space. One
of these interactions was also based on the Wildenthal
USD interaction. There is not too much overlap between
%oods's results and ours. She considered spectroscopic
factors and electromagnetic decays but not non-normal

parity spectra or beta decay. The only overlap is in the
lkco spectrum of Cl. (She also presented the USD Cl
0%co spectrum, as did we. )

%'e conclude with two remarks concerning future ef-
forts. First, the calculation in a full SDPF space demands
a large scale computer program. Our resources were only
adequate for a part of the study we would have liked to
pursue; for this, considerably more computer memory is
needed. %hen our computer resources were not adequate
for a complete SDPF calculation, we resorted to trunca-
tion of the model space. An obvious criticism of our
study is the largely unknown effects of such truncation.
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There is an obvious need for exploration of the effects of
different schemes for truncation of this model space.

Our second remark concerns future improvements in
the interaction. We feel we have gone just about as far as
one can with ad hoc changes in the 2BME's. %e suggest
that the natural next step is a least-squares adjustment of
a rather general potential to selected binding energies,
such as was mentioned in the Introduction, was under-
way ' for the similar ' 0 region.
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